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Software for  
Event-Driven, 

Intelligent  
Visualization



vis|ability®

Activu vis|ability is the software 
platform that empowers people 
to see, share, & respond to  
visual information, collaboratively, 
and with context.



Vis|ability, empowers operators & leadership to securely 
manage mission-critical operations within the control  
center & beyond.

A common operating picture for the control room, across 
the enterprise, to the field, to teams across the region, or 
around the world.

See
Easily introduce and manipulate  
content Sources in the control  
room, to assemble a common  
operating picture that can 
be displayed on video walls, 
desktops, conference room 
displays, mobile devices, and 
more. Any type and number  
of Sources are available over  
the network: enterprise applica-
tions, video, actual or virtual  
computer screens, web 
sources, mobile devices,  
or local applications.

Share
In whole or part, share the 
contents of the common  
operating picture. Whether the 
actual content is on a display, 
or virtually arranged in Spaces, 
it can be shared anywhere: 
from the video wall to other 
rooms, to other offices, or 
subject matter experts, and 
bidirectionally to and from 
authenticated mobile devices.

Respond
Systems which are common 
in control operations—video 
management, access control,  
IT service management, pro-
cess historians, SCADA—are 
interconnected through the 
Activu platform. Vis|ability 
users can easily setup thresh-
old conditions that instantly 
trigger the display of sources 
and messages on the video 
wall or any screen automat-
ically, separating signal from 
noise—improving incident  
response—focusing your 
team on what matters.
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vis|ability® Tour

Sources
All your critical con-
tent in one place: 
Applications, web 
pages, live stream-
ing video, network 
desktop kvm, & 
documents.

Spaces
Collect related infor- 
mation to create a 
common operating 
picture on virtual  
video walls, and 
share anywhere in 
your organization. 

People
Collaborate fluidly 
using any content in 
your organization: 
Desktop to desktop, 
video wall or mobile. 
Integrated chat and 
whiteboard.

Displays
Manage content 
and control its display 
from anywhere to 
anywhere—video 
walls to conference 
room displays to 
desktops to mobile 
devices.

Automated 
Alerting
Tools that connect 
to your information 
environment and 
enable automated  
visualization,  
ensuring no critical 
event is missed.

The vis|ability user interface  
allows complete control of 
your common operating 
picture from a single point. 
View, manage, collaborate, 
and control visual information 
across video walls, desktops, 
& mobile devices through an 
elegant and friendly workspace.

System Manager
Orchestrates all sources, displays, and 
authenticated users across the network. 
Smoothly integrated into your security  
and IT management environment.

Mobility 
Collaborate with colleagues and 
access real-time critical informa-
tion, anywhere. Stream live video 
& send photos from the field.

Crisis Room
Share a focused subset  
of content to other displays and 
command centers for breakout 
groups and management teams.


